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THIS IS OUR
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BOGOTÁ!
Welcome to our home, everyone.
A city of delightful surprises offering a
wide variety of tourist services and
hosts who will make you feel extremely fortunate to have chosen us as
your destination for this adventure.
You can enjoy a multi-cultural environment with unique and inclusive experiences for everyone.
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This is a city built on green, full of wetlands and birds, fed
by paramos and creeks, a city that springs at the foot of the
mountains.
From its DNA, this city is diverse. There are no seasons, but
you will get all climates in one day. It doesn't have a beach,
but it receives waves of people coming from all over the
word eager to live here.
This is a city that starts its day very early, when the sun hits
the red color of the bricks and the green vertical gardens,
where the rain falls on old stone streets and wide paved
avenues and where the the strong wind moves the trees
that shade the walkers and those who do their yoga class.
A city of 1800 square kilometers and 8 million residents all
from all walks of life who enjoy a new restaurant every week,
countless rumba clubs for all tastes, 500 kilometers of
cycling routes connecting more than 5000 parks... A city
that, by the way, generates 25% of Colombia's gross
domestic product.

UNA SEÑORA CAPITAL
WELCOME TO BOGOTÁ

Fabián Acosta,
LGBTI+ Guide Editor Bogotá
info@fabian-acosta.com
IG @fabianacosta.nomada
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Bogotá knows food
You will find it in Bogotá
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Getting around the city
Bogotá in one day
Bogotá during the year
Everyday key
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This guide has been written

by bogotanos and in bogotano

by people who love their city and
want you to really get to know it.

The entire city
is looking forward
to your visit.

¡A disfrutar!

ICONOGRAFÍA
Bogotá in numbers
Figures and statistics that we
are proud to share.

Attention, something important
Key tips to consider.

You can’t miss…
A place, an event, a meal.
That something that has to stay
within your travel memories.

The magic word
That vernacular that only Bogotanos are
going to use when they talk to you and
that they will appreciate you using as well.

A good link
There is always someone very sensible
who can give us more information and
is on the internet working for you.

How about this tip?
Fun facts worth knowing.

Bogotá is connected
to the whole world
The capital of Colombia has become the
strategic point for many markets in Latin
the city, perfectly located in the center of the
continent.
Five hours away from New York, Mexico City or
Sao Paulo and with more and more direct lines
such as Lisbon, Istanbul and Amsterdam,
Bogotá has within its connectivity more than 25
countries with international flights that land
daily at the impressive Dorado International
Airport.

Aeropuerto El Dorado - Bogotá
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Through this application you will be able to know the wealth of
plan your stay in the city.
MOOVIT APP,
A real-time map to trace your route every day.
TAXI INTELIGENTE,

From the airport, just 28 minutes by car separate you
from the center.
It's so nice to be landing in the city!

Bogotá receives 770 international flights each week, with
22 airlines operating to El Dorado Airport.

And, Bogotá couldn't be more connected to the rest of the
country as well. When you arrive, you’re literally in the center
of the national territory and from there, it's just a 50 minute
flight to Medellín, 1 hour and 20 minutes to Cartagena and 1
hour and 50 minutes to the Colombian Amazon itself in
Leticia.
Transmilenio - Bogotá

But not everything is airports and airplanes. Bogotá is
constantly expanding its road network, both internally and to
other towns and cities. Bogotanos find it very easy to get away
from the routine, as the city is 2 hours away from beautiful
towns with hot weather, 1 hour from lagoons and paramos or
just 45 minutes from the famous Salt Cathedral in Zipaquirá, and
Catholic church 200 meters underground inside a salt mine!

What can you do near Bogotá?
So, once you get to your hotel and make yourself at home,
this short list of suggestions.
Keep in mind road travel times, remember Bogotá can have a
time to each destination. It's best to constantly check
GoogleMaps or Waze (which works pretty well in Colombia)
and go with plenty of time. Come out and visit:
The Salt Cathedral in Zipaquirá.
(51km - 45 minutes - cold weather)
The salt mines in Nemocón.
(65km - 40 minutes - cold weather)
La Chorrera Waterfall, the highest waterfall in Colombia.(a
(51km - 45 minutes - cold weather)
Andrés Carne de Res restaurant in Chía, a lunch plan that turns
into rumba (party).
(38km - 1 hour- cold weather)
The thermal waters in Choachí.
(20km - 1 hour – warm weather)
La Laguna de Guatavita, the legend of “El Dorado”
(a 72km - 1.5 hours – cold weather)
La ciudad de Villavicencio, the beginning of the Colombian
plains.
(a 115km – 2 hours - hot weather)
Feel free to ask your hotel about the best way to enjoy the
surroundings of the city. You will find a beautiful mountainous
region full of water, forest and lots of nature.

La Catedral de Sal en Zipaquirá

BOGOTÁ,
YOUR
HOME

Colombia is the most biodiverse country in the world
per square meter and its capital, in turn, is the most
diverse city in the country. The people, the
urban-rural landscape and even the weather are a
sign that diversity is part of the Bogotanos’ code.
For this reason, the entire world has set its sight on
Bogotá as a leading destination for diverse tourism
and the challenge has become a cross-cutting
commitment to all fields of the sector. Trade, public
policy and the community are happy to welcome you
with a whole range of hotels prepared for the LGBTI
community.
Major hotel chains have joined the initiative of the
Bogotá Chamber of LGBT Merchants by its Spanish
acronym CCLGBT, which, along with many other
types of businesses in the city, are being certified as
friendly or "FriendlyBiz", promoting diversity, equality
and respect.

Bogotá is a city
where you can be.
Do you want a very quiet family atmosphere?
Is your style more artistic, more luxurious?
Do you like to be close to the action?
Or just...
want to experience the city as a local?
Whether you're travelling alone, with a partner or with
friends, you will surely find a hotel that suits your style.
Whatever you want as your home in Bogotá in the
next few days, you will find it for sure.

Eje Ambiental

All amenities,
close to the airport.

BOGOTÁ,
YOUR
HOME

A new hotel is always being built in
Bogotá and Avenida el Dorado and El
Salitre, areas which are very close to the
airport, brings together the best hotel
chains that They have come to bet on the
city, there you will be pampered, just
minutes from your next flight.
take advantage of its proximity to the famous Convention Center
Corferias, shopping malls Salitre Plaza y Gran Estación, Simón Bolívar Park and
the American Embassy.
- Hotel Grand Hyatt - Courtyard by Marriott - Movich Buró 26 - Estelar de La Feria Estelar Apartamentos Aeropuerto - Hotel Habitel - Hotel Tryp Bogotá - Hotel Aloft
Bogotá Airport

The center of the city,
colonial Bogotá
It will always be a beautiful experience to
wake up to the rhythm of the city you are
visiting. Bogotá is a very early in the
morning kind of city and the center
welcomes thousands of people who
work there every day. La Candelaria
colonial-style hotels filled with history right in the heart of the capital. How
about leaving your hotel and walking a few minutes to the National Capitol,
the Gold Museum or Monserrate Hill?

Chapinero, Advanced Bogotá
Chapinero lives the reinvention of Bogotá
every day. Commerce, hotels, nightlife; all
together and just a few minutes away from
the popular Chapinero Center, a very
special sector that has consolidated itself
as a friendly territory for the diverse
community within a city that quickly
moves towards inclusion, freedom and
expression. Chapinero breathes luxury and
best places for you to go shopping quietly and without anxiety.
- Hotel Four Point Sheraton - Hilton Garden Inn - Sonesta Hotel Bogota - GHL
Hamilton - Sofitel Bogota Victoria Regia - Four Seasons Casa Medina - Hilton Calle
100 - Suites Jones - BOG Hotel

The North of Bogotá,
a city for family
Green areas every five minutes, spaces
to go for a walk and have a picnic on
the lawn, shopping malls full of dogs
that walk with their proud owners. A
very family-like atmosphere..
- Estelar Parque 93 - Estelar la Fontana - Estelar Windsor House - Estelar Calle 100 Estelar Apartamentos Bogotá - Hotel Cosmos 100

BOGOTÁ,
YOUR
HOME
- QueerintheWorld.com summarizes a small list of hotels that
have been recognized by the international community as Gay
Friendly in Bogotá and that enjoy very good prestige in social
networks.
- If you want a specialist to make you feel at home, don't
hesitate to contact the specialized travel and tourism agencies!
Here are our recommendations:
- All Reps - The Queer Scout - Gema Tours - DLM Viajes y Turismo
- Braavos Concierge - FOTO recorrida S.A.S.

¨In Bogotá you can be¨,a strategic cultural change campaign,
was chosen as one of the best practices of its kind in the world
by The Dubai International Award for Best Practices - DIABP
and the United Nations Human Settlements Program of UN
Habitat.

The Colombian Chamber of LGBT Traders (CCLGBT) is a
trade union that to date brings together 160 companies
working around diversity and inclusion. So, what, the Police
of the Town of Chapinero is part of this conglomerate of
brands committed to change and is certified as
¨FriendlyBiz¨.
Bogotá has grown rapidly in the tourist market and
maintains very high standards of quality service, but also, it
is important that you make your reservations in time and do
not leave anything for the last moment. Bogotá is a trend.

"Bogotá is a cosmopolitan and
diverse city, full of unique
experiences in music,
gastronomy, luxury or
nightlife, among others, in
which ProColombia has
identified great potential for
LGBT+ travelers. With this
guide you will have the
opportunity to live in an
incredible city, where the
people of Bogotá will receive
you with kindness and pride".
Gilberto Salcedo,
ProColombia Tourism Vice-President

One of Bogotanos' most popular plans is to
walk around their city. You can do everything
while walking: go out to watch the architecture
while avoiding traffic jams, have a good coffee
and a dessert, purchase a handicraft that you
will hardly find anywhere else in the world, visit
one museum and go directly to another and,
well, meet people from all over the country and
the world who are doing exactly what you are
doing: venturing into the city.
Traffic in Bogotá is something to keep in mind.
At rush hour you will understand why many
people have decided to live close to their
workplaces, join the trend of working from
home or biking. The good news is that more
and more people are changing their shoes for a
good pair of sneakers and going out to enjoy
the urban landscape.
However, keep in mind that even if the sky looks
blue from the window of your hotel, rain may
fall at any time of day, just as you may want to
have worn enough sunscreen for the intense
sun that at 2600 meters above sea level in
Bogotá is something you should not miss.
Anything can happen. Then: ignore the
prognosis and instead pack a windbreaker,
sunglasses, water and ... walk!

WALKING
IN
BOGOTÁ

Here we suggest some good walks
that will leave you feeling exhausted but very happy.

THE HISTORIC CENTER
It is the first place we would like to recommend to you. The center
is well worth a day or two to discover all its secrets and fill the
camera with truly unique scenes.
The Historic Center and La Candelaria is a journey back in time that
reminds us of the time of the Spanish colony, with narrow streets
and small facades that hide huge houses and that today have
become luxurious restaurants, hotels and art galleries. Other doors
open to give way to museums with the history of the country,
beautiful churches and cathedrals and even the occasional house
of a Bogotano who has never left his lifelong neighborhood.
The Plaza de Bolívar is a good start. From there, and turning 360
degrees, you can easily see the Palace of Justice, the Bogotá
Mayor's Office, the Casa de Nariño and the Primatial Cathedral to the
northeast of the plaza, you will see the Monserrate and Guadalupe
Eastern Hills, where you will probably want to go later as well. But
don't worry, the important thing is that you walk at your own pace,
looking for the topics that interest you most while having fun, free of
anxiety. Then, just open your map here and begin your search:

Parque de los Periodistas

WALKING
IN
BOGOTÁ

Quinta de Bolívar

There is something for everyone. If history and culture is your thing,
you will find a long list of historical points that have played an
important role in the country's development, as well as a good
number of churches and government houses. Among them, don't
forget to visit:

La Quinta de Bolívar
La Iglesia de Las Aguas
El Camarín del Carmen
El Chorro de Quevedo
La Casa de la Moneda
El Museo Militar
El Centro de Memoria, Paz y Reconciliación
El Parque Renacimiento
El Cementerio Central

Chorro de Quevedo
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ART IN THE CITY
If you have a more artistic vein, you will surely want to see all the
Bogotá. Urban art is spreading rapidly in the city and is gaining more
and more space for local and foreign artists to share their talent by
sharing those realities that otherwise would not reach the visitors'
eyes. Look for the Parque de Los Periodistas on Avenida Jiménez
(BogotaDc.travel) has
prepared for you. Again, remember to bring an umbrella and a
camera.
For a good museum plan, remember that you can visit museums all
year round:

El Museo Botero
La Colección de Arte del Banco de la República
El Museo del Oro
El Museo de Bogotá
El Museo Santa Clara
El MAMBO Museo de Arte Moderno de Bogotá

Museo del Oro

WALKING
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Museo Nacional

And, of course, the imposing National Museum of Colombia
(Carrera 7 and Calle 28) that recently included diversity in its
renovation plans for spaces and, since 2018, proudly displays the
colors of the LGBT flag on its facade permanently, with exhibits that
speak of ¨coming out of the closet¨, "egalitarian marriage" and
"eroticism in art".
If art holds an important place in your travel interests, schedule your
visit to coincide with Bogotá's art fairs. During September, La
Candelaria hosts the Barcú Festival and Espacio Odeón, which for
years have been part of the city's art week, along with the great
ARTBO Fair and the Million Fair, the four most important art fairs in
the capital. Warning: You are going to want to decorate your home
collection. To be sure not to miss these fairs, check out the "Bogotá
in the Year" Calendar found in this guide.

WALKING
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SMALL SNACKS IN
LA CANDELARIA
A must-have: What if your walking plans are more inclined towards
gastronomic curiosity? La Candelaria historic center is not going to
let you go without enjoying a good cup of chocolate, a santafereño
tamale, an oblea in some corner (one of those that Mick Jagger ate
when he came in 2016), an almojábana and even an ajiaco to boost
your energy. And yet we are not talking about sitting down to eat
for hours, for which Bogotá is well prepared. Walking and eating in
La Candelaria must include, among many others, a stop at:

La Puerta Falsa
El Son de los Grillos
Prudencia Restaurant
María Candelaria
Restaurant
El Secreto del Amor
Restaurant
Now one last key
recommendation for
walking La Candelaria: try to
find a time that lets you
enjoy the light change from
day to evening. You'll be
fascinated by the light of
this city at dusk, as the
thousands of people who
occupied the center's
homes and all the students
from colleges and
universities, very numerous
in the sector, take the
streets to look for
transportation.
This is a spectacle worthy of
good photos.

WALKING
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Some of the roofs and facades of the houses in La
Candelaria are occupied by a series of life-size human
statues by the artist Jorge Olave representing iconic
characters from the city: ¨ Daytime heroes ¨. Olave made
33 sculptures... Let's see how many of them you can find!

- You can also register online and take advantage of the
English, at: bogotaturismo.gov.co
- Strawberry Tours London works in Bogotá with free
walking tours in the historic center of Bogotá. Their
itineraries are divided into three interests: history, peace violence and gastronomy. A good idea worth considering.
strawberrytours.com
- For a group walk and street art on the downtown walls,
2011.

people of grancolombiatours.com

UN TINTICO, or a tinto, is what bogotanos call their black
co ee.
Bogotá likes to add sweetness to its tinto. If you don't want
sugar or sweet in your tintico, you should be clear when
ordering it, especially if it's in a more traditional, more "barrio"
place. Then: "A tintico without sugar, please”

La Candelaria Historical Center is a very traditional and
beautiful place, but at the same time it is extremely touristic,
so it can attract people with less than good intentions. Walk
calmly but always with an eye on the typical dynamics of a
Latin American capital city.

WALKING
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THE SEPTIMAZO
Another very attractive sector
for walkers is the carrera
Séptima to the north, just from
where we started this chapter:
the Plaza de Bolívar. The
bogotano
enjoys
his
"Septimazo" a lot, which is
nothing more than taking
advantage of the Avenida
Séptima that has carried the
entire history of the city. For
some years now, it has been
exclusively pedestrian between
Calles 6 in the Casa de Nariño
and Calle 24, two streets from
Avenida el Dorado, which
crosses the city all the way to
the airport.
It is a totally flat route with zero
Here you will find street artists,
street food vendors and old
books sales, clothes, live music,
people of all accents and
colors, classic buildings and modern venues, a stretch of bicycle
path that makes you walk next to the most intrepid home deliveries
and other curious details that make this experience what it is: a
living portrait of the capital city of Colombia.
By taking advantage of that Septimazo, you can reach Calle 26 and
which lights up every night and reminds the city of the events that
are being held on that date. In fact, for some years now the tower
has been dressing its 196 meters with the LGBTI flag to support the
Gay Pride parades. Colpatria is one of the tallest buildings in the
country and welcomes tourists up to the viewpoint. Add 50 floors
of construction to Bogotá's 2600 meters high: there's another
good photo.
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THE SELF-PROCLAIMED
LGBTI SECTOR OF BOGOTÁ
A little further north, on the carrera Séptima and on Calle 60, you
will find the Parque de los Hippies. This park is well known locally
as the "gay zone" of Bogotá.
Chapinero Centro, the official name of this sector, has been
successfully transformed into the most recognized LGBTI space
of expression in the capital, the gayborhood of Bogotá, which
offers everyone who visits a recognition of equality and freedom
with streets decorated with lights and colorful flags, pedestrian
crossings painted with rainbows and quiet people who sit in the
park waiting for night to fall to be carried away by the
inexhaustible offer of entertainment and rumba, experiences from
mild to wild.

If you're visiting Chapinero Centro during the day, don't miss the
fashion and accessory stores with dozens of talented young
designer stores, as well as the specialized coffee shops that offer
the Bogotano a new culture of well-picked, well-treated and
well-served coffee; Bogotá has quickly awakened an interest in
its coffee culture and its original coffees and this is shown by the
great number of shops in Chapinero.

WALKING
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A couple of places you
shouldn't leave off the list:

Nuestra Señora de Lourdes
church
(Calle 63 con Carrera 13)
El Teatro Libre de Bogotá
(calle 62 carrera 11)
La Zona G
(between calles 68 and 72,
on carrera 5)
The intersection of Calle 72
and carrera 7, the financial
center of Bogotá.

Basílica de Nuestra Señora de Lourdes

Chapinero is very large and can
take you to the luxurious streets
of the North Chapinero area, to
the restaurants of Zona G ( Calle
68 to 72 over Carrera 5), Zona T
(Calle 84 and Carrera 13) and
Parque de la 93 (Calle 93 and
Carrera 13). All of these are major
tourist attractions. Further on in
this guide you will find our
suggestions for enjoying good
food and shopping in Bogotá.
For now, let's keep walking and
discovering the city to the rhythm
of the passer-by and the candy
and cigarette vendor on every
corner. No rush.

WALKING
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THE NORTH
Finally, and a little further north of the city, where there is
notorious change in the urban landscape, architecture and street
experience compared to the first walks downtown, you will arrive
at very peaceful places full of vegetation and with fewer
pedestrians. Ecological parks and corridors linked by residential
areas of a marked socio-economic level.
It will always be a good plan to stroll quietly along these corridors,
experiencing a much more familiar city, but where you will also
characterize Bogotá. So, make sure you visit:
Parque Museo del Chicó (Calle 92 and carrera 7)
Plaza Fundacional de Usaquén (Calle 118 and carrera 6)
El parque lineal ecológico El Virrey (Boulevard along Calle 88,
from Carrera 7 to Autopista Norte)
Parque de la 93 (Calle 93ª and carrera 13)
On the occasion of the LGBTI Pride Parade celebrated in Bogotá
on the past June 30, 2019, more than 70,000 people attended
the event. A very noticeable increase over previous years, adding
to this statistics, the growing participation in the relatively young
Trans Pride Parade, which celebrated its fourth version.
A great way to walk the city would be to visit it during the
BOGOTÁ LGBTI PARADE during the last days of June,
specifically, the Sunday following the 28th of June. The parade
traditionally starts at 2 p.m., departing from the National Park
at Calle 39 and carrera 7 towards Plaza de Bolívar.

“¿Me regala un jugo?”
Bogotanos ask for everything as a gift. And it's not that they don't
want to pay for what they consume, but that, in the dialect of the
city, asking for something " regalado " is simply a " rola " (local)
formality to order something in a commercial place, whatever the
status, the price or the area. Then remember that you can ask to
be "given" another tintico or "given" a bottle of water to freshen up
your walk, but you will have to pay for it.
Bogotá has always had a large number of homeless dogs,
which live on the streets from north to south and from east to
west. Recently, however, the adoption of dogs and cats has
become more popular. Surely you will see many animals of
unknown breeds, but ever so proud and happy beside their
owners, especially in the center and north of the city.

BOGOTÁ
KNOWS
FOOD
In Bogotá,
eating is a
serious matter.

Bogotá knows about gastronomy and the
world knows it.
Bogotanos are already used to a new
gastronomic jewel springing up every week in
sectors such as Zona G, La Candelaria,
Chapinero Alto and everywhere else where a
group of chefs dare to seduce the capital with
their proposals.
Hotels don't stay behind. Renowned and
award-winning chefs team up with traditional
Colombian chefs to continue promoting
Bogotá's
identity
as
South
America's
gastronomic destination.
And it's not just Colombian food. It's amazing
that in Bogotá you can say you are having an
excellent ceviche, a spectacular cut of meat or
the best sushi in the hemisphere.
So, between absolutely original and delicious
typical dishes and the finest international
cuisine, it is going to be very difficult to choose
where we want to begin to guide you. In this
regard, our strategy will be to think of the best
experience for you depending on the time of
day, the time you want to invest and the best
service. Good idea, isn't it?

BOGOTÁ
KNOWS
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BREAKFAST
So let's start with breakfast...
we love this!
Without thinking twice, get a good cup of coffee or hot tea at the
hotel and head for a traditional market. The best breakfast
experiences can be found in the marketplaces. It's not just about
food, it's about the whole sight of watching the rhythm of the
countryside awaken in the city; the fresh produce, the vendors, the
colors and aromas.

Almojabana, tamal y chocolate santafereño

A great idea would be to stay close to the historic center, where you
can enjoy a good rib broth, a chocolate and farm eggs, a fresh fruit
platter (the kind that peeled and chopped in squares right in front of
you) and sweet orange juice, served from the hands of a local who
loves his work. Hopefully this plan will be accompanied by a
Bogotano as well, so that he reveals every detail as you begin the
experience of eating at the capital of the most diverse country on
the planet.

BOGOTÁ
KNOWS
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Where do you find
this wonder?
Well, three excellent options:
La Perseverancia Farmers Market
(calle 30ª and carrera 5)
Paloquemao Farmers Market
(Avenida calle 19 and carrera 25)
Cerro de Monserrate
(up there, at the top of the mountain)

Plaza de Paloquemao

What would “sumercé” (you) like?
In these authentic local markets you will have a
the people who are going to serve you. I hope you are
help with whatever you require. That is what we call
being at your servie, “sumercé”.

BOGOTÁ
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Later, thinking about having lunch, a Bogotano, with a good
fondness for cooking, would surely take you to the Zona G , not far
from the center, where the best restaurants in the city are found.
There's no way to name them all. They are excellent, with a great
atmosphere and an enormous care for interior design, customer
service and the spirit of inclusion and equality that Bogotá
demands.
Do not miss the chance to visit, the recognized ones:
Castanyoles Four Points by Sheraton
Armadillo (Cra. 5 # 71A - 05)
Bistronomy by Rausch (Cra. 6 # 119 - 24)
Criterión (Calle 69A # 5 - 75)
Harry´s Bar (Calle 70 # 5 - 57)
Legado Homemade Cuisine (Calle 70 #6-37)
Nazca (Calle 74 # 5 - 28)
Rafael (Calle 70 # 4 - 65)
Trattoria la Divina Comedia (Calle 71 # 5 - 93)
Vitto (Calle 69 # 4 - 97)

There are also those new
proposals that come to the
sector,
the
product
of
transgressive
minds
and
creative solutions, and which
generally
take
up
the
conversations of the most
foodies for weeks at a time.
We are willing to suggest that
you let yourself be carried
away by the ideas of:
Gordo (carrera 4A #66-84)
MiniMal (Carrera 4A #57-52)
Leo Cocina y Cava
(Calle 27B #6-75)
Misia (Carrera 7 #67-39)
El Chato (Calle 65 #3b-76)
El Walking Pez
Calle 68 #5-55)
Villanos en Bermuda
(Calle 56 #5-21)
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A little further north, towards Calle 85 in Zona T and Calle 93 in
Parque 93, you will fall back into foodie territory. A couple of areas
that have already earned the recognition of Bogotanos and visitors
for the excellence of their restaurants and cafes. Take a few minutes
to walk through these areas and discover your next favorite place to
eat. Here, we can recommend:

Sioux Urban Grill
carrera 14 #82-35)
El Techo Restaurante Lounge
Calle 82 #11-94)
Basilic Bar Gourmet
(Carrera 13 #85-80)
Rausch Energía Gastronómica
(Calle 84 #20-29)
Cien Gramos Hotel Click
Clack
(Carrera 11 #93-77)
Black Bear
calle 89 #11A-10)

Zona T
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And even further north, going up to the hills, between Calles 116
and 121, hides the exclusive group of restaurants of the Usaquén
neighborhood, with a traditional village atmosphere, from Bogotá
of yesteryear, but with avant-garde cuisine. In a much quieter and
more familiar context. Here you will surely like:

Abasto
(Carrera 6 #119B-52)
Te Encantare
(Calle 118 #5-23)
La Mar Cebichería
(Calle 119B #6-01)
La Bonga del Sinú
(Carrera 6 #119-18)
Osaki
(Calle 118 #6A-27)

In this area, we must highlight
the new Boho Food Market
Usaquén, at Carrera 7 #120-20.
A whole experience of urban
elegance and creativity featuring,
all within the same venue,
gastronomy, wine, design and
leisure with the most exquisite of
tastes for a cosmopolitan city
that loves to be treated well.
Oh, and there is a grocery store
where everything comes from
the countryside to the table and
where plastic bags are no longer
used. Pure identity.

In the afternoon, it will always
be a good idea to have a nice
Bogotá knows how to drink
increasingly studied and linked
to the daily life of Bogotá in
highly specialized places.
Besides
getting
a gooda taste,
In addition
to getting
good
you
have
sometaste,will
you
willlearned
have learned
thing
extremely
interesting
to
something
extremely
interesting
tell
home.
to tell
back home.
Every Bogotano expects you to
embrace a lifestyle that talks
about vines, origins, roasting
and preparation methods.
for the capital, at any time of the
day, but for this craving to be
called "onces", it must be served
with a dessert or a biscuit,
something like a poppy cake,
banana bread, an oatmeal
cookie or an almojábana.

e
Catación Pública (Usaquén, Calle 120A #3A-47)
Varietale (Chapinero, Calle 41 #8-43)
Amor Perfecto (Chapinero, Carrera 4 #66-43)
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OTHER TRADITIONAL TREATS
But after all this banquet of dishes and experiences, remember that
your challenge is to not leave the city without having tried each of
these truly traditional delicacies. We'll be looking forward to your
photos on Instagram telling the world what all-time Bogotá tastes
like, as you have:

an ajiaco,
a puchero santafereño,
a tamal,
a santafereño chocolate,
a changua,
rice pudding,
an aguadepanela (sugarcane
drink) with cheese,
… and an other tintico.
Ajiaco

Chocolate Santafereño

If you're here just for the month
of LGBTI Pride, don't forget to
visit Chef Burger, which, in
2019 participated in the
celebrations with their " Burger
Pride " and the campaigns "
Give a kiss on the street" and
"we like it in different terms", or
the Masa Pastry Shop, with its
rainbow cake and the hashtag
#juntossomosmasa, or also the
Bogotá Beer Company BBC
Brewery, which offered its
multicolor gay pride six pack in
its
more
than
20
establishments in the city.
And while we're on the subject
of beer, let's leave the best
dinner, cocktail and rumba
plans for another chapter at the
Bogotá Nightlife!

Aguadepanela con queso
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that several Internet sites have taken it upon themselves to visit,
rate and share their appreciations online. Among the ones we
like the most are the specialists of BEST RESTAURANTS IN
COLOMBIA, with searches by city, type of cuisine, budget and
style. Very good source of information to plan your experience.
bestrestaurantsincolombia
- Another recommended site is www.bogotaeats.com, you can
of Bogotá.

- Bogotá Master. The city has its own unique gastronomic
event in which hundreds of restaurants compete to present
the best hamburger, pizza or sushi in the city. Imagine
landing in Bogotá just as this contest is being held and
eating for an entire week with the best for no more than $4
per plate. Don't miss the BurgerMaster, PizzaMaster and
SushiMaster at IG @TulioRecomienda.
The gastronomic agenda doesn't end! In August, Bogotá
holds "Alimentarte Food Festival", the most important
gastronomic event in the country. A complete week with all
between Carrera 15 and Autopista Norte).

- Bogotá has 8 recognized gastronomic areas (La Candelaria, La
Macarena, Chapinero, Quinta Camacho, Zona G, Zona T, Parque
de La 93, Usaquen) where you will find flavors and colors to
please your senses but especially your palate, explore them and
delight yourself.
- Bogotá annually celebrates the Ajiaco Santafereño day, this
is the city's emblem dish, one of the dishes that best defines
crossbreeding between native products used by indigenous
people, such as potatoes, guascas and cob; and European
products, brought by the Spaniards, such as chicken, milk
cream and capers. At the Plaza de la Perseverancia, a
must-stop place to try this historic dish you can find one of
the award-winning ajiacos in this contest.
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We all love shopping
However, it is important that within such a large city and with such
a wide range of commerce, you come up with a good shopping
plan to make the best use of your time.
Are you looking for something already in mind or are you going as
an explorer? Well, our guide will take you to friendly, safe and very
high quality places to do your shopping while you get to know the
city and its people.

LUXURY
Luxury shopping is one of the fastest growing channels in the
country, for both goods and clothing. Chanel, Hermes, Montblanc,
Cartier, Omega, Carolina Herrera, Raddar... all live in Bogotá. And,
with them, a giant offer of luxury spas, health-beauty and
art-decoration experiences.
The LUXXO Lab Team keeps us informed on the Bogotá Luxury
shopping with the newspaper Insider, which you can find on their
website.
A nice stroll through Bogotá's Zona Rosa, around the Andino, El
Retiro or Atlantis Plaza shopping centers, takes you into this
exclusive market, where you can leave Ermenegildo Zegna's store
to buy a Tag Heuer right next to the Swarovski store, having walked
no more than 30 steps.

Most of your purchases can be delivered later to your
hotel. You can always ask for this service in shops of
your choice. Nothing like walking comfortably and
safely.
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FASHION
On its own, Colombia is a great
asset for the fashion industry,
being home to great artists
Bogotá, its capital, embodies
this aspect very well.
During April, the Bogotá Fashion
week is celebrated (BFW), organized by the Bogota Chamber of
Commerce in the "Agora" Convention Center. It's a week full of
conferences, round tables and
catwalks that bring you closer to
the latest Colombian fashion
art. In the BFW you can find the
Market Experience, where you
designer booths, meet the
exhibitors directly and begin
shopping.

In October we have Inexmoda’s BCapital, an avant-garde fashion
fair in which fashion expresses itself in unconventional ways and
connects the fashion world with Colombian industry.
Conversations, catwalks and creative projects with very original
proposals and deep artistic background.
In February the International Fair of Leather, Footwear and Leather
Goods (IFLS+EICI) is held, with more than 450 national exhibitors,
which bet on innovation and quality. This event takes place in
Corferias, a place where the largest industrial and cultural fairs in
the country are also held. It is worth checking out Corferias'
calendar on the dates you will be in the city.
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If you visit Bogotá at a different time, you can always go directly to
the best shops in the center and north of the city. The
prêt-à-couture, prêt-à-porter, men's fashion, jewelry and leather
have aroused strength in the city and occupy the displays of the
main fashion shopping centers.
If you visit Bogotá at a different time, you can always go directly to
the best shops in the center and north of the city. The
prêt-à-couture, prêt-à-porter, men's fashion, jewelry and leather
have aroused strength in the city and occupy the displays of the
main fashion shopping centers.
Here, be sure to have a good time walking through the El Retiro
and Andino shopping centers, one right next to the other, on Calle
81 and 82, between carreras 11 and 12, in the heart of Bogotá's
Zona Rosa. You will also be able to enjoy the displays of
independent designers who occupy entire houses, two or three
streets around, all within the same sector.
And when it comes to talent and local identity, Bogotá invites you
to visit the Colombian boutiques:
Silvia Tcherassi
(dresses and purses) at Carrera 12 #84-17)
Olga Piedrahita
(party dresses at Calle 70 #9-63)
Little Ramonas
(eco responsible fashion at Calle 79ª #8-45)
Mario Hernandez
(handbags, shoes and leather accessories Andino Shopping Center)
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If you prefer "cool" and independent fashion, we invite you to visit
the proposals by young designers and very creative collectives in
the window displays of:
La Percha
(Calle 70 #10A-25)
Ciudad Freak
Carrera 7 #54ª-44)
La Rock and Rola
(Carrera 7 #54A-48)
BananaBanal
(Carrera 6 #35-37, inside
Cinema Tonalá)
Originario
(Carrera 14A #82-16)
SYOU, sports shoes made
in Colombia and designed
by visual artists.
PAPI.BOYS, who ranked as
the leading brand in gay
clothing throughout the
country using their website
and Instagram account.

The BCapital 2018 fair in Bogotá closed with "Trans", an
exhibition by designer Laura Laurens who worked with
Roxana Panchi, a Colombian trans embera indigenous
person, to intervene her designs and who is already
representing the country in international fairs in London,
Paris and NY.

Bogotá is the second city in Latin America, following
Mexico City, with more investment for the fashion
industry between 2013 and 2018. $260 million dollars for
81 initiatives in this market, in the capital city alone.
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JEWERLY
Surely you have already started doing your homework and have
the famous Colombian emeralds on the radar. These truly
precious stones that were formed millions of years ago in the
same mountainous region, that you are visiting (Cundinamarca
and Boyacá) and that mean between 70% and 90% of world
exports, are within your reach once you have arrived in Bogota.
It is certainly very important that if
you decide to buy an emerald in
the city, you do so in recognized
places with a long history, such as,
without a doubt, the markets in
the center of the city, very close to
La Candelaria neighborhood. The
emerald market in Bogotá or
"Emerald District" is located
between Calles 12 and 6 and
Carrera 6, where in addition to
independent stores, you can also visit the Emerald Trade Center
of Bogotá on Avenida Jiménez. A perfect excuse to continue
enjoying the streets of the Historic Center and take a souvenir
hard to match.
Keep in mind that one of these stones, even in small sizes, can
easily cost between $50 and $10,000. If you are interested in the
subject, you will see that these abysmal differences in prices
require previous training or a good specialized guide, so your
purchase is safe and pleasant. There are several tours that take
you to the world of the country's icon precious stone, from
which you can learn about the different shades and depths of the
stone's green (the more opaque and less intense colors of the
stone are less expensive), the presence of inclusions (air bubbles
or other crystals) and the stone's age, which determine its
intense and very translucent dark green color and, consequently,
its final price. A whole world to discover.
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Out in the vicinity of the specialty shops, you will see dozens of
men who negotiate with each other and with outside customers
these precious stones barely wrapped in small pieces of white
paper. Treasures in the pockets of merchants walking the Rosario
Square.
So, if you've already bought your emerald, don't miss the
opportunity to get a certificate of origin for your gem at the
Emerald
Technology
Development Center (Calle 12B
#6-82) and, by the way, visit the
International Emerald Museum
at the emblematic Torre Avianca
(Calle 16 #6-66 23rd floor).
Along with precious stones,
Bogotá has devoted much efforts to the promotion of metals,
naturally, since it is the cradle of the Legend of El Dorado and the
incredible experience of the Gold Museum (Carrera 6 Calle 15) is
only a few streets away, with gold, silver, copper and other
precious metals displays that cannot be missed.
Some of these iconic stores in the country cannot be left out of
your visit:
Bauer (Andino Shopping Center)
Sterling Joyeros
(Andino Shopping Center and El Dorado Airport)
Kevin’s Joyeros(Andino Shopping Center)
Joyería Liévano
(Hacienda Santa Bárbara Shopping Center, Usaquén)
The Gold Museum is among the 10 best history museums in
the world. Keep in mind that it is closed on Mondays,
including public holidays, while on Sundays admission is
free for everyone. And as long as it's for personal,
non-commercial purposes, you can take as many photos as
you want! Just remember never to use your camera's flash.
If you are not interested in buying, but are still drawn to the
subject of gemstones, you can find 2-hour tours in which
you will learn about history, market and practices related to
the world of emeralds. Visit:colombianemeraldtours.com
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ART
One of our favorite subjects in Bogotá to spend an entire afternoon
and return to the hotel happy to have seen so much beauty, is the
world of art and design.
From interior design shops, art galleries, that create a whole
experience by being able to visit them day or night, and even
world-renowned art fairs, this city never ceases to amaze. It simply
has everything in art.
September is the most magical month for art in Bogotá. So if your
world is art and decoration, schedule your visit during this month. It
will be worth it.

In September, the month of love and friendship in Colombia,
Bogotá sparks interest in art with its grand Artbo (in Corferias),
Barcú (in La Candelaria), Espacio Odeón (also in La Candelaria),
and Feria del Millón (in Puente Aranda, much farther but... where
no artwork will cost more than a million pesos ($300) literally).
During this time, the art experience transforms the city for locals
and visitors. For many, the family' weekend plan leaves aside the
parks and shopping malls and takes over the fairs, where you'll find
a plan for everyone: the older ones will enjoy concerts and live art
shows, the younger ones will enjoy the gastronomic offer that
complements the exhibitions, and the little ones will leave covered
in paint with an artwork made by themselves. September is filled
with culture and family spirit.
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Visit each of these fairs' websites and plan ahead:
ARTBO (www.artbo.co)
BARCÚ (www.barcu.com)
ESPACIO ODEÓN (www.espacioodeon.com)
FERIA DEL MILLÓN (feriadelmillon.com)

During these days, the art experience transforms the city for locals
and visitors. For many, the family plan of the weekend neglects
parks and shopping centers and fills the fairs, where you will find a
plan for everyone: the elderly will enjoy concerts and live art shows,
young people will enjoy the gastronomic offer that accompanies
the exhibitions and the little ones will leave full of paint with some
work done by themselves. September is a month full of culture and
family atmosphere.
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However, if your travel dates do not coincide, you can still find
more events dedicated to art throughout the year. Bogotá has been
holding the "Gallery Night" for years, a circuit with the best of local
contemporary art that brings together different galleries and artistic
spaces in the North Chapinero sector, especially in the up and
coming San Felipe neighborhood.
The idea is to spend the night touring various shows in different
places, having a beer and getting to know the artists that will be
joining you with their exhibitions and talks. You can even take
advantage of the shuttle buses destined by the event's organization
to take you between the sector's galleries.
You can find all the necessary information
websitewww.nochedegalerias.co on their official
account @nochedegalerias_bogota_oficial.

on their
Instagram
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The famous Calle de los Anticuarios, at Calle 79 B between Carreras
7 and 9, is also a must see in this guide. It is a closed street that turns
into a great antique, design, art and decoration gallery, where you
will find the most beautiful roses and flowers in the city.

And it doesn't end here. Certainly art focused on inclusion and
diversity, in which the Duo space (Carrera 14 #83-16) has managed
to create a younger and more daring art experience that celebrates
human identity. Find Duo on their Instagram account @duoclub83.

The Instituto Distrital de las Artes IDARTES, of the Mayor's
Office of Bogotá, created the LGBT Artistic Creation Awards
"Expresarte", with the categories literature, music, plastic and
visual arts, audiovisuals, dance and dramatic art. This call is
awarded as part of the Inclusion Week.

Colombian television's Canal Trece has
posted an online documentary about art
week in Bogotá. Don't miss it:
canaltrece.com.co
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HANDCRAFTS
We couldn't be in a more diverse place, full of the plastic riches
from the indigenous, peasant and Afro traditions, embodied in
incredible handmade pieces that have survived over the
generations and that inspire us to recognize our roots proudly.
It is a truly exciting sight to enter a handicraft market either at the
airport, the Historic Center or in the north of the city.

Artesanías de Colombia is the most recognized brand in the
country. More than fifty years of experience encouraging the
participation of artisans in the national productive sector are
summed up for the visitor in an incredible sample of Colombian
wealth and talent. To this end, in collaboration with the Mayor's
Office of Bogotá, the " Bogotá Handicraft Tourist Map " has been
developed, where you can find workshops on forging, ceramics,
leather, jewelry, weaving, glass, wood and other materials and
experience up close the artisans' work in each process. You can
download the PDF version of the map here:
Bogotá Handicraft Tourist Map
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HANDICRAFTS
You can also visit Artesanías de Colombia store at Plaza de la Pola in
Las Aguas (Calle 18A #1-06). On the other hand, if you have chosen
to hang out in the north, you will also find a store a few blocks from
Andino Shopping Center at Calle 83A #13A-10.
Another good option is to browse the more casual, entertaining
street markets that come to life every Sunday in the streets of
Usaquén, in the north. The Usaquén Flea Market attracts a large
number of visitors who want be fascinated with local crafts,
informal food and live music. There is also the San Alejo Market at
Carrera 7 and Calle 24, bringing together thousands of curious

Pasaje Rivas
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WELLNESS
The Wellness and Spa market has opened a very important space
for physical and mental health in Bogotá. Meditation, detoxification
of the body and mind, spiritual balance, good nutrition and caring
for the body. They are already part of the routines of Bogota
citizens and become a great attraction for you to experience
during your visit.
case of the Four Seasons, the W Hotel, the JW Marriott or the
Radisson AR Bogotá is well positioned, you can also venture out
and learn more about the wellness experience both in the center
and north of the city. Facial and body rituals, a Thai massage, couple
and group plans that include jacuzzi or Turkish bath, sound and
smell experiences and other body- and spirit refuels are all here,
close to you.
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WELLNESS
Some suggestions for a few
hours of unplugging and
relaxation may be:
Chairama Spa
(in North Chapinero - calle
95 #11A-27)
Shivana Spa
(further north, at
Calle 127C #1East-40)

And for men a visit to La Barbería at Carrera 11 # 84-40, very close
to Andino Shopping Center, a very young proposal in the awakening
towards the male beauty market, which has already had an impact
on numerous proposals spreading throughout the Chapinero
neighborhood. A trend we like very much.

TRADITION
The Bogotá Tourism Office also invites you to do your shopping in
the center of Bogotá, among passages and traditional places that
have seen the history of the city and the evolution of the
commercial offer, as is the case of the now Creative District in the
Bronx, a tremendous example of urban transformation. Textiles,
handicrafts, footwear, decoration and perfumery are all present in
the Historic Center. This tour is guided and available both in English
and Spanish.

We are very loyal followers of the digital guide Lure
Bogotá, focused on luxury tourism and lifestyle. Visit
them at:
lurebogota.com

DISTRICT
PLANNING
SECRETARIAT

People from all regions come and
contribute to a modern and
generous city. Many cultures and
lifestyles come together in a
territory of opportunities.”

This makes Bogotá
a city where you can Be.

AUTHENTIC
BOGOTÁ
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Bogotá doesn't quiet down throughout the whole year. A
Bogotano will always have a great plan to have fun on weekends or
at any free time between home and work.
Time is not always enough to take advantage of everything this city
has to offer. Rain or shine, Bogotá invites us to the streets to enjoy
its scenic arts, cinema, literature and a number of large-scale
outdoor events.
At this point you will want to treat yourself to a few more days in
the capital so you don't miss:
The Ibero-American Theatre Festival
(between March and April)
Rock al Parque (between June and July)
The Book Fair in Corferias (between April and May)
The Stereo Picnic Music Festival (in April)
Jazz al Parque (in September)
The IndieBo Independent Film Festival (in July)
The Summer Festival (in August)

Or throughout the year, you will surely find a photography
exhibition in the street, an artistic inauguration in a gallery, a poetry
reading in one of the most traditional bookstores or some other
plan that pops up during the 18 Colombian holidays a year.
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The Ibero-American Theater Festival of Bogotá is the largest
in the world. It showcases around 850 productions in more
than 100 spaces within the city. This is why Bogotá is known
as the Theater Capital of the World.
Learn more about the festival at:
www.festivaldeteatro.com.co

This festival has become more and more established as one of
the big ones. Every year in April, Bogotá experiences a
weekend full of music. World-class artists and bands like
Gorillaz, Kendrick Lamar, 21 Pilots, Disclosure, DJ Tiesto,
Underworld, Artic Monkeys, Sam Smith are just a few of many
who have already visited the capital.

Very often, the best plans are out of the tourist circuit, right in the
day to day life, in the very essence of the city.
For more than ten years, the LGBTI community and the Capital
District have been working together so that we can all find our
space within the city, but not an exclusive space, but rather an
inclusive one within a dynamic of coexistence, equality and trust.
All this is part of a long process where your visit inspires the city to
continue improving its processes every day.
These spaces have shaped very interesting projects in all fields of
diverse life: art and fashion, culture, society, personal growth,
health and entertainment.
May this guide also be your company in exploring the authentic
LGBTI Bogotá that truly wants to invite you to discover its identity
and pride.
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The greatest opportunity to share with Bogotanos and the
diverse population is definitely the Gay Pride Commemoration
which is celebrated at the end of June with the now traditional
LGBTI Pride Parade along Carrera 7 in the city center, and which
in 2019 celebrated its 23rd version.
This movement grows every year and spreads more and more
across all sectors of the capital's population. For the past two
years the parade has been held of the Festival, of the Equality week
which dresses the city in color during June and July with cultural,
educational and sports activities for the LGBTI community and
for all.
Alongside the Equality Festival, in Bogotá you can also enjoy the
Pink Film Cycle at the prestigious Cinemateca Distrital ( Carrera 3
#19-10), already adding 18 versions so far and making it a very
attractive visit for film lovers. The selection of films, shorts and
academic panels are also held in other cinemas in the city.

As for art and expression, it's all part of everyday LGBTI life in
Bogotá. Here you can end up joining a reading group at the Circe
Literaria or a film discussion with Aquelarre Cine Foro, both at the
Comprehensive Care Center for Sexual and Gender Diversity,
CAIDS by its acronym in Spanish, (transversal 17A bis # 36-74).
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Other interesting visits in Chapinero are Casa de Reinas Roxanna
Miranda (Calle 63 # 28-81), an artistic training and visualization
workshop for trans women in Bogotá and Casa de Reinas Linda
Lucia Callejas (diagonal 61B # 17-53) which for 25 years has
specialized in the aesthetic service of transforming the masculine
into the feminine and where women and transformers have been
prepared for national and international beauty pageants.
You will also want to visit the LGBTI Museum Homage to Stonewall,
recently created by a private initiative that worked for months to
link LGBTI accomplishments and struggles around the world and
share them with Bogotá in photographic art spaces, audiovisual
exhibits and a room devoted to the exhibition of the objects that
marked the beginning of the LGBTI movement in Colombia. The
museum is located at Carrera 13ª # 38-60, in Chapinero, and opens
from 2p.m. to 9p.m.

And with a highly original proposal, Casa Ensamble, located in the
beautiful Park Way (Carrera 24 # 41- 69), guarantees a unique
experience in the city so that you can enjoy theatre, music, poetry
and basically every other artistic language. Once there, ask about
“Ni con el Pétalo de una Rosa" festival, which has been working
since 2012 to redefine violence through art, to talk about women's
situation and to reflect on social change.
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Vamos a parchar! (Let’s hang out)

Bogotá's cultural plans are much better when enjoyed in
a group or...
in parche, as a Bogotano would say. Parchar is walking in
a combo, hanging around, going up and down the
streets or drinking beer in a bar. So... Parchamos?

- Our LGBTI Public Policy celebrates 10 years working for a
more inclusive city for all. Bogotá has several government
agencies dedicated to this task: the Sexual Diversity
Directorate of the District Planning Secretariat, the Women
and Gender Directorate and the Sub-Directorate for LGBT
Teusaquillo and Mártires neighborhoods, a Shelter House for
victims and the Casa Nutrir Diversity Community Dining Hall.
- Bogotá is part of the Latin American Network of ArcoIris
Cities (RLCA), which encourages the exchange of
experiences among friendly cities around the world. Do you
already know the other 9?

If you are a film buff, the community has one
of the 30 LGBTI film festivals in the world!
Diverso Cinema - Colombia's International LGBT Film Festival is
held from September to December, every Thursday afternoon at
the famous Theatron complex in Chapinero. With over 200
attendees per screening and 4 monthly screenings, this is a great
way to learn about the city's activities related to diversity visibility
and recognition.

Bogotá loves its nature

Jardín Botánico de Bogotá José Celestino Mutis

BOGOTÁ
GREEN
During the midday break from work, a sudden migration of
thousands of people in search of a spot under a tree or on some
terrace in front of a park to have lunch, always in a group, while
talking about life.
Bogotá is blessed by nature everywhere. Once a large wetland, it has
now become a giant of buildings and highways, with more than 70
wetlands hidden within its urban corners, which in turn become
places of ecological interest, places for migratory birds passing
through, spaces for leisure and contact with nature.

Jardín Botánico de Bogotá José Celestino Mutis

It was biologist Brigitte Baptiste, a renowned Colombian transgender
woman, who said: "Nothing but nature" in an interview for Arcadia
magazine in June 2019. For over 10 years, Brigitte has directed the
Von Humboldt Institute, which advocates for the importance of
taking care of and preserving these delicate environments and talks
about protecting our diversity in order to be able to face challenges
such as climate change.
If you are passionate about this matter and agree that few
experiences can be as satisfying as being in contact with nature, you
should take this opportunity to get lost in the green, the quiet and
the fresh air.
Good news: Outdoor activities are available every day of the week
and all year round in the city.
As suggested by the Bogotá Tourism Office, we share three ways of
getting closer to Green Bogotá.
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ways of getting closer to Green Bogotá.

A visit to Bogotá is not complete without experience the climb to Monserrate ... walking!
A well signposted climb,through a forest reserve, with stone pathsthat will take you to
top of the 500-meter-high hill hill which, at
an average pace, will take you no more
than 40 minutes. Naturally, you need to
be in good shape, but this hike is for
everyone to enjoy at their own pace. If
you dare to go on this adventure, don't
forget to start in the morning, you'll find
people ready for action since 5 a.m. at
the beginning of the trail on Circunvalar
Avenue.
The CerroMonserrate.com website can
help you get ready. So do it, enjoy it to
the fullest and tell your friends a great
success story featuring some beautiful
panoramic photos of Bogotá taken from
the top of the hill.
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As you descend the hill, you'll also like walking Avenida Jiménez,
which has been a traffic-free avenue for years becoming the
Environmental Hub of downtown Bogotá. This walk will take you
down to Carrera 10, then back to Carrera 7 for a cup of coffee
around the Gold Museum.

Parque Bicentenario

Further north, with a less demanding plan, you can also find an
excellent option to connect with nature; we love taking the sun in
the mornings and jogging along the path of El Virrey Linear Park.
More than 100.000m2 of green stretching from Carrera 7 and up to
the North Highway on Calle 88; this 600 meter long corridor under
the trees crosses different squares, bridges, children's areas and a
very nice bike lane, for those who prefer to pedal.

Parque El Virrey
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Cicloruta - Bogotá

Bogotá has a network of cycling routes that extends throughout the
city. Not all for sports and recreation, of course. These 300 kilometers
of bicycle route are destined to bring Bogotá to the level of the cities
that prefer health and environmental responsibility to the everyday
traffic jam. The MiRutaFacil.com website offers you a map of
Bogotá's bike routes and, along the way, other interesting tips on
public transportation. So if you feel like looking for a bicycle and
getting to know this kind of transportation in Bogotá, don't forget
your helmet, headlights and protection. Oh! And watch out, always
look both ways. Amsterdam and Bogotá can have a lot in common
when pedaling.
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A Longer Walk? Well, you've probably heard of the city's largest and
most important park: Simón Bolívar Park.
To the west of Bogotá, on the corner of Calle 63 and Avenida
Carrera 68 you will find its main entrance with secondary entrances
around the perimeter of this 4 km² oasis. It will take you between 1
and 2 hours to walk through its immense green areas, its 3.6 km of
bike paths, its 10 hectare lake, its 3 km of jogging track and its
viewpoint terrace.
As the largest natural park in the capital, Simón Bolívar Park also
hosts all kinds of large-scale events for Bogotanos: concerts,
national celebrations, sports competitions and the famous Bogotá
Summer Festival, held every August. In August, the summer can
bring strong winds that will make you want a hat and windbreaker
in your backpack.

Parque Metropolitano Simón Bolívar
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Now, to face the ultimate physical demands, come in July and run
the Bogotá Half Marathon, which has already celebrated its 20th
anniversary and in 2019 received 40,000 runners. The record time:
1:02:20 (Geoffrey Muttai, 2011).
Other green places within the city:
Chicó Museum Park
La Vieja Creek
The Botanic Garden
El Lago Park
Bogotá's official website offers a tourist guide and activities
related to health and the environment bogotadc.travel
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WETLANDS
Colombia is the #1 country for bird watching and Bogotá is a unique
place to appreciate them. The city features trails that have been
designed for contact with biodiversity and endemic, resident and
migratory fauna to go birding in 6 of its 15 recognized wetlands:

Humedal Juan Amarillo

La Florida Park
The Córdoba Wetland
Santa María del Lago
La Conejera
The Jaboque Wetland
And the Juan Amarillo Wetland

Such
natural
jewels,
recently
recognized by the Ramsar Convention
as wetlands of global importance.
These are home to 176 registered birds,
4 of them endemic, and beautiful
bodies of water that promise a very
relaxing
experience
and
total
connection with nature, air and life.

These wetlands may be quite remote from Bogotá's traditional
tourist circuit, so you'd better set aside plenty of time for both
transportation and to enjoy your visit with ease.
Incidentally, www.bogotadc.travel can also take you to the next
green attraction in Bogotá.
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TREKKING AND URBAN PARKS

Quebrada San Francisco de Vicacha

Bogotá is a very green city where nature is involved in day-to-day
occupations. An excellent way to discover these local customs, is
visiting its urban parks in the morning and approaching the
vegetation, birds and flowers, while breathing the Pure air at an
altitude of 2,600 meters. People start the day walking the trails or
in some kind of open-air tai-chi, fruit and dessert sales, dogs
jogging alongside their families and many, many bicycles. Any
given day of the week is a great time to start with a green dose.
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You will find parks within the city:
Bogotá Botanic Gardent
( Live collections representing the country's ecosystems)
Simón Bolívar Metropolitan Park
(the largest park in Bogotá, with an island dedicated to the
conservation and observation of our birds).
Entrenubes District Ecological Park
(Connection point between two paramos with a 360 degree
viewpoint located at the same height as Monserrate Hill)
El Gran Chicó Corridor - El Virrey Park - (10 hectares of trees in the
middle of a very nice residential area in the north of Bogotá)
Enrique Olaya Herrera National Park (a very emblematic place in the
city center, at the foot of the Eastern Hills)
Independence Park (the oldest park in the city, located in the
so-called International Center of Bogotá. Very good spot for a
photographic tour)
Casa Museo Quinta de Bolívar ((beautiful house of historical and
cultural interest where you can find up to 40 species of birds typical
of the hills. Here, photography students come to practice bird
watching!)

Parque Nacional Enrique Olaya Herrera
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However, beyond the city, there are those parks that have been
around since before our arrival and hopefully will last much longer.
The Eastern Hills make Bogotá a truly unique city, especially when
we know that we can wake up any day of the week and walk these
Andean forest reserves, paramos and subparamos, home to more
than 150 species of birds, water streams and dense vegetation.
More than 14,000 hectares to disconnect from urban life within
minutes of the city.
If you want to visit the hills, take the marked trails and the escort of
the Tourist Police or the Ecological Police, check out the best
arrival and departure times in advance and be ready for medium
difficulty hikes. You can choose:

Coeligena helianthea_Pedro Camargo Martínez
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Monserrate Trail, 2.4 km (a beautiful cobblestone stairway that
connects Circunvalar Avenue with the Basilica Sanctuary of the
Lord of Monserrate.
San Francisco - Vicachá Trail , 4.3 km (a few meters from the box
office of the Monserrate cable car, a path between logs of wood
between the Vicachá River and Roosevelt Creek)
La Vieja Creek Trail, 5.5 km (entering by Circunvalar Avenue and
Calle 71, a more demanding walk through the high Andean forests).

La Aguadora Hill Trail, 3.2 km (near the Usaquen Square, on the
way to La Aguadora Club; a walk that will take you to the San Rafael
Reservoir, which supplies water to more than 80% of the city).
Las Delicias Creek Trail, 2.4 km (visits to this creek are guided by
the community, so it' s important that you contact a certified tour
operator to arrange your visit).
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Both parks and trails are wide open spaces, so we recommend you
check the opening hours, both entrance and exit, so you can
estimate the duration of your visit. It is essential that you start your
walk early in the morning and return in daylight. Keep in mind that
sunset in Bogotá is around 6 p.m. all year round. You should also
remember to always be careful with your personal belongings,
especially when you are taking pictures with your camera or cell
phone.

If you are interested in learning more about wetlands
and bird watching in Bogotá, the Bogotá Tourism
Office recently released the Bogotá Bird Watching
Guide.
You can download it at:
bogotadc.travel

Parque Metropolitano Simón Bolívar
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BICYCLE SUNDAYS
The green of Bogotá is also felt from the heart. And that' s what the
city has been doing for more than 40 years: the Ciclovía of Bogotá.
For all visitors, the number of bicycles in this city is just incredible,
especially when they are seen at their best on Sundays and holidays
from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m., when Bogotá closes its main avenues to make
way for a bike ride. 120 kilometers of roads that connect 19 of the
20 different neighborhoods in the city in a party where people from
all walks of life come together around exercise and harmony.

Sunday's ride always includes:
-fruits and meals to recharge energy
-hydration points
- Improvised mechanics workshops
on sidewalks (in case you get a flat
tire or want to buy a new bike light)
- live music, guided aerobics
routines
also you wills ee baby carriages,
dogs and many, many bicycles.
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RURAL TOURISM NEAR BOGOTÁ
You can also venture into the rural areas surrounding Bogotá on
foot, by bicycle or by car.
The city is cared for by a mountainous formation that, in addition to
creating a postcard view from every sight to the east, hides the
beginning of the most spectacular paramos on the planet. Yes, the
planet.
At 2600 meters above sea level and located on the equatorial line
high mountain, we can feel in the atmosphere that we are just a few
minutes away from gigantic water and pure air factories. Paramos
are an incredible landscape, very fragile and require care and
environmental awareness to survive climate change and human
intervention, but even so, it is relatively easy to have this unique
experience when you come to Bogotá.
You should be in the company of trained guides who know the area
and brigade members to look after you at all times, because keep in
mind that we are talking about hiking on open terrain at altitudes of
more than 3000 meters (10000 feet) above sea level.
Among the best paramos we'd love for you to visit, we recommend:

The Verjón paramo
(in the East, just 20 minutes from Bogotá)
The Guerrero paramo
(3500 masl; in the East, 40 km from Bogotá)
The Cruz Verde paramo
(3400 masl; in the East, 18 km from Bogotá)
The Guacheneque paramo
(in the North, 1 hour and 30 minutes from Bogotá)
The Chingaza paramo
(between 2000 and 4000 masl, in the east, 70 km from Bogotá)
The Sumapaz paramo The biggest in the world
(in the South, 72 km from Bogotá)
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More information about the Ciclovia?
idrd.gov.co
And about Bici–Travesías:
www.bicitravesiasbogota.gov.co

Better by bike.
It’s true that Bogotá speaks very formally, but the ‘rolo’
(person originally from Bogotá) loves to shorten the words
so that it ends up sounding almost diminutive. So the ‘bici’
(bike) or a ‘peli’ (movie) can be good plans today as we' re
so quietly wandering around the capital.

How are you at rock climbing?
As it turns out, you don't have to be a professional to take
advantage of one of the most beloved plans by nature-loving
Bogotanos: the rocks of Suesca, just 40 minutes from the city. A
150-meter high rock wall with more than 500 routes for every level
of climbing expertise. And close to this fantastic outdoor wall,
mountain biking trails, lagoons, hiking and glamping.
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ADVENTURE AND ADRENALINE
Finally, since we are outdoors, a bit of nervous laughter and a lot of
excitement can' t hurt in the offer of extreme sports near the city.
Go rafting, canopying and rappelling in the municipality of Tobia, on
the Rionegro, two hours from Bogotá. An all-day plan with a
delightful weather (33C/91F on average at noon).

Colombia is one of only six countries that contain
paramos within its geography, and Colombian Paramos
sustain up to 98% of this ecosystem's total flora in the
world.

Chamber
of LGBTI+
Merchants
""Bogotá is undoubtedly the most
diverse city in Colombia, where
EACH of its inhabitants and visitors
can be themselves! Its
cosmopolitan spirit and its wide
range of economic opportunities
for employment, entrepreneurship
and tourism, inspires often visitors
to invest in it and live in it."

¡Welcome!

NIGHTLIFE
Nights in Bogotá
are spectacular
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Nights in Bogotá
are spectacular
You can experience the value of a "capital city" living the
atmosphere of its rumba, which offers you mixes from all over the
country and from the international trend. In one night you can
enjoy salsa, vallenato, reggaeton and electronic music, all in one
place.
Night begins early, as soon as the sun and the city lights meet they
invite you to "hang out" for a while. How about a beer or a cocktail?

Beer is quite a thing here in
boogotanos
have
become
increasingly interested in drinking
a quality beer. Surely they will
proudly tell you that Bogotá has
one of the most award-winning
beers in the world and is named
after the country. For the past
couple of years, craft beer tours
have become as popular and fun
as they are sophisticated, just like
Would you like to try one of those
artisan breweries? The famous
Bogotá Beer Company BBC, El
Mono Bandido, Beer Station,
Cervecería
Statua
Rota,
Cervecería Cacique, The Monkey
House…are all present in areas
such as central Chapinero and
North Chapinero, around Zona G
and along the streets of Zona
Rosa.
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if you find yourself in the center at night, a very special place to
consider when starting out with a good beer or venturing out for a
couple of cocktails could be the small and very charming
neighborhood of La Macarena, five minutes from La Candelaria
Historic Center, between Calle 26B and Calle 30, on Carrera 4A.
Home to artists, actors and writers, La Macarena has a very special
night magic. Here you will find pubs, healthy food restaurants,
traditional Colombian cuisine, a superb international menu,
desserts and wines in the midst of a remarkable concentration of art
galleries.
Also in the north, the Quinta Camacho neighborhood has a variety
of well-conceived and tasteful dining spots ideal to "warm-up" or
get the night started, all of which you will find walking along the
streets surrounding the park at Calle 70 and Carrera 10.
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But nightlife is felt very early on in Bogotá's Zona T, a place
designed just for that. A T-shaped pedestrian street full of shops and
entertainment in the trendy El Retiro area. One or two of the world
famous Dry Martini in the middle of the T can get you in the mood
to get the rumba going.
Once you're ready to move up a gear, leave your stuff in your room
and take with you just the necessary (your ID, some cash and your
hotel information) to discover Bogotá's mild to wild.
If I were you, I would talk to the concierge of the hotel, with the
friend from Bogotá who is with me or with the waiter who is
assisting me and let them advise me. They are always aware of the
latest trends in the city, which is constantly reinventing the rumba
plan. But if you want to think ahead then this guide is going to lead
you to...
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LISTENING TO GOOD MUSIC
AND DANCING
Listening to good music and having a quiet time in a very diverse
environment. That's the goal of places like El Recreo de Adán in
North Chapinero, or o Color House Café Bar, BrokeBack Mountain
and Leo’s Bar Mística, all three in Chapinero LGBT, at Calle 60 and
Carrera 9.
El Perro y la Calandria, Village Café, and Estación Café have a
diverse identity, as well as an ingredient of tradition which has made
them very popular with the local LGBT scene.

Dancing salsa, reggaeton and tropical rhythms popular in
Colombia. Armando Records, El Campanario and Hotel V are some
of the many places to get carried away by the local rhythm, these
three, within the same area of the Andino Shopping Center and
Zona T. Dress accordingly to the place you’re going, Bogotanos
really dress up for clubbing.
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LISTENING TO GOOD MUSIC
AND DANCING
But if you are looking for a true immersion in local rumba, then plan
an evening at the famous Andrés Carne de Res in Chía, taking the
North Highway, 35 minutes away by car.
The décor, the people and waiters' spirit, the choice of music, the
live chirimías and the general atmosphere will keep you on your
feet all night. Ah! And please: plan your return, since you won't find
can take you back to your hotel), but you can also book this service
at your hotel before you leave. Is Chia too far for one night? Well,
for you Andres has opened a large and exciting location right at El
Retiro Shopping Center. You can no longer say no.
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LIVE SHOWS
in the styles of de Latino Power, Asilo Bar or Boogaloop Club will
take you through the wave of rock and the most popular bands in
Colombia each week.

SUNRISE

Clubbing until dawn. On Fridays and Saturdays the lively hipster and
famous rumba connoisseurs meet. Kaputt Club, Video Club,
Clandestino and El Coq will also make you dance to great
electronic, while appreciating the identity and transgressive fashion
of locals.
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But the ultimate experience, as is already known worldwide, is to go
through the doors of the queer rumba monster in Latin America:
Theatron.
Sounds familiar? Of course. Twenty years of gay rumba in a city that
was just beginning to open up to the queer world and now has all
the social space to grow, make Theatron what it is today: the most
recognized gay club in the Western Hemisphere, one of the largest
in the world located in the heart of Bogotá's gayborhood. Sounds
familiar? Of course. Twenty years of gay rumba in a city that was just
beginning to open up to the queer world and now has all the social
space to grow, make Theatron what it is today: the most
recognized gay club in the Western Hemisphere, one of the largest
in the world located in the heart of Bogotá's gayborhood. An old
theater that now houses more than 5000 people in a single night
and that unfolds the rumba through 13 different environments of
music and decoration, fashion and accessory stores and all the
movement of the serious rumba. Theatron is essentially an LGBT
rumba site, however, the presence of straight people grows more
and more. There's room for everyone.

Here rumba goes from Thursday to Saturday, but Theatron has an
agenda for the whole week with themed shows such as The Week
World Tour, which brings together talents from the Brazilian gay
rumba, or as the Ring de las Divas (Divadrag) which just opened in
2019 to give stage to Colombian drag talent and where crowds
have enjoyed shows with international guests such as Nina Flowers
from Rupaul's Drag Race.
Other clubs that have been betting on LGBTI rumba for years and
that are well known in the capital are Punto 59, Disco Jaguar and El
Mozo Club. Some of the best places to party include live shows, DJ
sets and even stores inside the club. And remember that here
rumba goes until 3 a.m.
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Party with a good 'pinta' (outfit).Although younger
people already ask for a pinta (pint) at chic craft beer
houses, the word "pinta" in Colombia, means "outfit", or
whatever your look is for the night. People from the
capital always wear a nice "pinta", do not stay behind.

The Bogotá District Secretariat of Government offers the
Security Seal Certification for commercial establishments
selling and consuming liquor, with which they guarantee
the highest standards of quality and safety in the provision
of their services. A business with a Security Seal can work
up to 2 hours more than the time allowed in the city,
which is currently only until 3 a.m. Theatron was the first
establishment to receive this certificate in Bogotá.

Again, remember that you are in a large capital city. Be
mindful of your own safety when leaving the club,
especially at night in streets and places of little transit and
commerce.
It is best to call a taxi from your phone or ask your waiter to
do it for you. By the way, taxis in Bogotá and throughout
Colombia are surprisingly inexpensive.

According to Asobares 2019, Bogotá is the fifth city in the
world with the highest number of nightlife
establishments. We will surely find a plan for every night.

BOGOTÁ
TAKES
CARE
OF US
Is it safe to go
sightseeing
in Bogotá?
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Bogotá will always be the capital of Colombia and this brings many
implications. History, although history, is relieved with every past
news, with every audiovisual production that reminds the world of
the terrible times of drug trafficking and violence, and this has made
it difficult for the city and the country in general to recognize and
project itself as what it has become: a world power in both the most
traditional industrial sectors, natural resources and, of course,
tourism.
Although the capital is now a totally different city and Bogotanos
have recovered their leisure and entertainment areas in the public
space, we still have a lot to do, Bogotanos as local players and you
as a guest. The good behavior of conscious tourism and the
commitment of the local to take care of you, will continue to bring
excellent results.
The National Police, the Tourist Police and especially the Chapinero
Police are committed to continuing Bogotá's efforts to maintain
and perfect its leadership as a diverse city. The same community
has also been creating its own space in the city, seeking friendly
contacts outside the LGBTI community to reach the more
traditional population through education, art and culture.
Initiatives such as the Secure Seal from the District Secretariat of
Government or industry initiatives such as the ¨FriendlyBiz Seal
from the LGBT Chamber of Commerce make your experience
friendlier and safer. This Guide appreciates you researching these
initiatives and sharing your opinions with them.

¡We are thrilled to be able to tell you that Bogotá
has not ceased working tirelessly on change and
inclusion and we are already seeing the rewards!
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- In the event that any LGBTI member feels discriminated
against under any circumstances, or that you consider it
necessary to report any type of abuse, Bogotá has three
support lines to assist you in the defense of LGBTI rights:
- La Línea ArcoIris (legal advice) 3358066
- The Diverse Line (psychological assistance) 3108644214
- Home Line Shelter (protection)3184918552
And an App including events, news, complaint channels
and even an alert button for immediate reaction.
Download: “En Bogotá se puede Ser App”

Under the Superintendence of Industry and Commerce,
consumers' rights are protected and they are invited to
report or sue situations related to the quality, price and
information provided by the tourist offer in Bogotá. You
may report any concerns on the website:
http://www.sic.gov.co/proteccion-del-consumidor
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A city of 8 million people that moves the dreams of its citizens in
cars and motorcycles, buses and taxis, bicycles and Transmilenio.
Despite the fact that Bogotá has only just signed its development
projects for the subway, we can nevertheless learn to make the
city.
When traveling by private vehicle, remember that the city has
1'600,000 cars and an even greater number of motorcycles, so
Bogotá has had to adopt a vehicle restriction measure known as a
pico y placa (peak and plate) to reduce the flow of vehicles during
peak hours.
This restriction is determined by the last number on the license
plate and the date of the week. These restrictions may change
during the year and do not apply to weekends and holidays. For
example, between 6:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
on an odd-numbered day, cars with an odd-numbered license
plate may not circulate in the city. Therefore, the best thing you can
do if you are going to rent a car while visiting us, is to check with
your rental service the days and hours in which you will not be able
to use the vehicle, write them down on a post-it and keep it in sight
on the steering wheel. Motorcycles do not have pico and placa
restrictions.
Neither do bicycles! That's why there's no better way of getting
good cardio while in Bogotá. No wonder this city is known as the
bicycle capital of the world.
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Bogotá saw the birth of the term "ciclo-ruta", an alternative to the
capital's mobility that has managed to reach every population in the
city, solving for many people, the problem of mobility. This network
of bike routes connects the entire city and limits specific spaces for
bicycles, both in streets with normal traffic and in pedestrian
spaces. It is essential to have physical protection, as well as good
riding habits and the use of signs and lighting to mark your route.
Most of Bogotá is a flat bike route, so there's no reason not to get
on the bike.
The most touristic areas such as Chapinero Alto, El Retiro and
Usaquén offer rental bikes such as Muvo, a system of scooters and
shared electric bikes, pioneers in Latin America. However, we
recommend that you only use this service for short journeys and
within the city center and north areas.
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On the other hand, the yellow taxi fleet is impressively large. At
some points it will feel like a yellow city. Prices are relatively low. It
is much better and safer to use the mobile applications for taxis that
also show you in advance the price. The minimum fare is around
US$1.3 and there are surcharges for trips to and from the airport,
after hours services and Sunday and holiday services. It is not usual
to tip taxi drivers in Bogotá, but it is always nice to let the driver
know how satisfied you are with a remark and an incentive that will
surely surprise your driver.

If you're traveling long distances, it is better to check with your
hotel the possibility of hiring this or other services by the hour. It will
be cheaper and safer.
Transmilenio is a city icon and the massive system par excellence
for the mobility of Bogotanos. If you want to get to know the
system, we recommend that you try it for short trips to the Historic
Center just before or after noon, as getting to Aguas or Museo del
Oro stations can be a very picturesque and more comfortable
experience than on busier routes and during peak hours.
Transport-application services operate regularly in the city, but are
not legal in Colombia.
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Transmi?
Yes, do you remember that Bogotano likes to shorten a
few words?
Well... transmi is the Transmilenio of all the citizens of
the capital.

Bogotá has a night ciclovía.
Twice a year, the city closes its main streets for
Bogotanos to enjoy the evening riding their bicycles,
jogging or simply walking the dog. Fireworks, guided
exercise routines and music are part of the activity.

During the second semester of 2019, Transmilenio
presented its Eco-TransMi initiative, a very innovative
project in which mobility and recycling complement each
other: now you can cover the cost of the fare with plastic
bottles, cans and Tetra Pak containers in 9 points of the
system, which encourages care for the environment and
makes the system even more inclusive, giving users a new
payment alternative.
You can tell the story of how you paid for your ticket in
Transmi... With garbage.

Over 835,000 Bogotanos prefer to move around their city
by bicycle, especially in the neighborhoods of Suba,
Engativá and Bosa. This culture is just becoming more
and more popular among locals as well as in the city’s
commitments.
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We're going to do an exercise: you only have one day to get to
know Bogotá.
How are you going to take advantage of it?
Even if you' re staying in town longer, but want to have some fun
with the challenge, this is how we imagine a great day in the city.
There will always be many more options, but we would like to show
you in the most detailed way those cravings that come to mind
when we are far away and think of our capital.

Challenge Bogotá in 24 hours
A quick shower and a coffee at the hotel lobby. We are not
having breakfast here today.
Taxi to La Perseverancia marketplace.
Breakfast:
Option 1: Rib broth with hot chocolate, scrambled eggs and
orange juice. An arepa and a black coffee.
Option 2:a fresh fruit platter with mangos, melon and
banana. Aguadepanela (sugarcane drink) and a piece of
country cheese.
Total approximate for these two breakfasts: US $5 each
Coat and a bottle of water because we're walking to the
Historic Center. From where you just had breakfast. It's two
streets west of Carrera 7. Go down Calle 30, very colorful,
until you reach the National Museum. Be sure to stop in the
middle of the street and make Monserrate coincide with the
colorful little houses for a good photo.
Route: 3 minutes.
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The National Museum hasn't opened yet, and won't open
until 10 a.m. But its facade deserves a good photograph as
well. Standing at the door of the Museum, you will see on the
other side of Carrera Séptima, to the west: the International
Center, on the left, and Bavaria Park on the right, with its very
typical Bogotá brick architecture.
Take Carrera 7 southbound, always on the east side of the
street. We' ll walk to Plaza de Bolívar, passing by old
churches, bank buildings and the Colpatria Tower. When you
reach Calle 26 (the big avenue that goes down to the
airport), stop and enjoy the urban landscape of
Independence Park.
The Planetarium, the Eastern Hills, the Tostao café, the
Museum of Modern Art, the Avenue that disappears to the
west, the people beginning to fill the center's streets.
Let's continue south along Carrera 7.

The street becomes narrower and takes us through
commercial stores, the Jorge Eliécer Gaitán Theater, Las
Nieves Church, Calle 19. Pedestrian streets are always shared
between passers-by and cycle-routes.
After Calle 26, you' ll start to feel the history as you get closer
to Avenida Jiménez, where you'll find the Avianca Building,
the Gold Museum, Santander Park, the San Francisco
Church, El Tiempo newspaper building, Transmilenio.

On Avenida Jiménez you'll see the building of the country's
largest daily newspaper, El Tiempo, just where the tramway
rails of the mid-20th century once ran. Continue south
along Carrera 7 and get ready to see the imposing Plaza de
Bolívar.
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Plaza de Bolívar deserves more than one photo. Stand in the
center of the plaza, right next to the statue of the liberator
and look east. See the hills? Well, there's Guadalupe (the
church to the right of the mountains) and Monserrate (the
church to your left) where we'll go later! From there you will
see the four most emblematic buildings of the sector: to the
east, the Primatial Cathedral of Bogotá, to the west, the
Liévano Palace where the Mayor's Office of Bogotá is
located, to the south, the beautiful National Capitol and,
behind it, La Casa de Nariño, to the north, the Palace of
Justice and in every corner, an opportunity to get to know
the historic center of the city, among cafes, bookstores,
traditional hat shops, typical restaurants and a lot of
movement.
Time for a break. Head for the north-east corner, looking out
over the hills. In this corner you will pass by the
Independence Museum and you will see the famous La
Puerta Falsa cafe... let's go inside.
It's almost noon, so we'll follow Anthony Bourdain’s steps
from when he visited this place and order the tamale with
chocolate and cheese. Here there is nothing left but to let
yourself be treated and regain strength.
Is the break over? Perfect, because we are going to ask the
waiter to call a taxi to quickly get to our next destination:
Monserrate Hill.

Once the taxi has arrived, it will take no more than 5 minutes
and will drop you off at the hill entrance, where the tickets
are sold. Monserrate is reached by cable car, because at this
point we have already walked quite a bit. Prepare your
camera well, you will have a beautiful panoramic view of the
historic center on your left and modern Bogotá on your
right.
Upon arrival, have a break with a coffee and visit the church
and the handicraft market. After a short talk with the
business people to be able to experience the accent in
Bogotá's Spanish and to take pictures... Many pictures.
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You will descend from Monserrate by funicular, the other
way to move around the mountain. Try to get into the car
ahead, a city video as you descend 500 meters down the hill
wouldn't hurt. Or, how about a timelapse from start to finish?
Below, a taxi to Zona G, because it's already lunchtime.
Taxi ride: 20 minutes.

At the G, restaurants abound so much and the quality is so
good that we would not be able to limit the possibility of
being surprised by the variety of the sector, so here you
yourself are going to choose where to go. Let yourself go...
"no hay pierde". Remember the BOGOTÁ knows food
section in this guide to learn about the restaurants in the
area.
Pair your lunch with a good, cold national beer.
If weather permits, take a break after lunch with a short walk
along Carrera Séptima to Calle 79B (10 minutes), where you
will see the small Santa María de los Ángeles Parish, leading
to Calle de los Anticuarios. On the left and right, traditional
and modern shops displaying decorative and artistic objects,
a very elegant piece of Bogotá. Surely here you can find a
souvenir or two for your return. But shopping is about to
start a few streets down.

Zona Rosa is nearby and here we'll visit Atlantis, El Retiro and
Andino shopping malls, all three very close to each other, so
that we can enjoy them calmly. These are small and cozy
shopping centers, with friendly architecture and full of little
places to rest every now and then and go over our souvenir
shopping list.
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The evening is approaching and you are probably exhausted
by the excitement. Would you like to go back to your hotel,
leave the shopping bags and take a nap? Set the alarm clock
before 7 p.m. because Bogotá is about to party.

A nice bath, a fresh pinta (remember what "pinta" means?)
and warm up engines. We are going to request one more
taxi, this time towards La Macarena on Carrera 4, near the
famous Torres del Parque. A very quiet place to look for a
light meal and a cocktail or two, while traffic in Bogotá clears
and we get the party started.

From La Macarena, we will head out to the cold of the city
with a rumba destination: Chapinero. Look for descriptions
of Village Café Bogotá, El Perro y La Calandria, Estación Café
or Color House Café Bar, all within the area and recognized
for their LGBTI identity, very good places to start the night.
Talk to people, meet Bogotanos, exchange stories and feel
the warmth of the city.

Are you still up for more? Perfect! Because Bogotá is waiting
for you at the rumba until dawn: Andrés DC ( Calle 82
#12-21), Baum (Calle 33 #6-24) or the giant Theatrón (Calle
58 #10-32) promise to make wishes for more... until your
next visit.
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“Bogotá no tiene pierde”
When you are told that a plan "no tiene pierde" or, while
you are being given directions to a site, your Bogotá
guide encourages you with ‘hágale por ahí, no tiene
pierde”,know that they mean that nothing can go
wrong. Comforting, isn't it?

"A very cold 'pola' or beer."
If you are already feeling good in Bogotá, ask for a "pola"
with lunch. After being amazed by your eloquence, the
waiter will reply with a smile and... A beer.

Bogotá has 9 PIT Tourist Information points available
between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m., and in La Candelaria Historic
Center there is one at Carrera 8 #9-83, very close to Plaza
de Bolivar. There you will be given suggestions of
attractions, routes, operators, sceneries, cultural activities,
shopping areas, paperwork, pedestrian and / or bicycle
tours and everything you might need while visiting the city
The national hotline is 018000 127400
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Keep this calendar in mind whether it's to plan your visit or not to
miss out on what's happening on the days you'll be with us.

- JANUARY

- Festival Centro (Center Festival)

- MARCH

- Ibero-American Theater Festival

- APRIL

- Ibero-American Theater Festival
- FILBO International Book Fair
- Eurocine Festival
- Estereo Picnic Festival
- Bogotá Fashion Week

- MAY

- ComicCon Colombia

- JUNE

- LGBTI Pride Parade
- Rock al Parque
- Pink Film Cycle
- Diverse Cinema Festival
- The night and the fireflies
- International Food Fair

- JULY

- Festival Rock al Parque
- I March Trans
- Fieston LesbiArte
- BAM (Bogotá Audiovisual Market Bogotá)

- AUGUST

- Summer Festival
- Bogotá Carnival
- Alimentarte Food Festival
- Bogota's Birthday
- IFCS+EICI (International Footwear
& Leather Show)
- Colombia al Parque
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- SEPTEMBER - Jazz al Parque

- International Jazz Festival by
Teatro Libre
- Art Fairs ArtBo
- Barcú
- Odeón Feria del Millón
- Diverse Cinema Festival

- OCTOBER - Bogotá Film Festival

- Hip Hop al Parque
- Ópera al Parque Festival
- Health and Beauty Fair
- SOFA (Leisure and Fantasy Salon)
- B Capital Fashion Fair
- Diverse Cinema Festivall
- WeTrade Feria de Oportunidades
y Negocios Diversos

- NOVEMBER - Ópera al Parque

- Kuir Bog Fest
- Diverso Cinema Festival
- WeTrade Diverse Business
and Opportunity Fair
- Salsa al Parque Festival

- DECEMBER - Christmas closer to the stars

- Expo Artesanías (Handicraft Fair)

Here, your Bogotá agenda is always up to date.
Culture, recreation and sports, environment, training,
tourism and activities for children throughout the year
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¡Everyday key
recommendations!!
- Information:
- Always have a data plan on your phone.
- Keep your hotel details (address and telephone numbers)
with you.
- You can speak to people in English, especially in the most
touristic areas. You will be surprised how many people can
help you or even have a conversation with you.
- Come to the Tourist Police, they are here to help you.

- When going for a walk
- Do not bring dollars, very few shops are going to accept them.
- Do not forget the possibility of rain or intense sun, protect
yourself.
- Smile. Bogotanos are very kind and will smile back at you.

- Security

- Never take too much cash.
- While in public space, do not use your mobile phone. If you
must, go to a store where you can be safer.
- Remember that, for security reasons, ATMs in Bogotá close
late at night.
- When you go out at night have one or two bills for any
emergency.
- Do not take taxis on the street unless you are with a trusted
local.

And most importantly
Have healthy fun, lots of fun!
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